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1.0 General Information

RAI 1-1

Revise the application to include materials of construction, along with applicable codes
and standards, for the packaging structures and components that are important to safety.

The packaging drawings specify the materials of construction only by a numerical reference.
These numerical references (e.g., 1.4306, 1.4404, 1.4541, 1.4550, etc.) are not recognized
by staff. The materials of construction for the packaging components should be identified by
a material name and a corresponding material code and standard (e.g., ASTM, ASME, or
equivalent German Codes).

This information is needed to determine compliance with para. 638 of TS-R-1.

Response to RAI 1-1

The drawings as listed below are revised to change the numerical codes to the German
standard for the material of construction for various components:

Drawing AD-003751-001, Revision 6
Drawing AD-003753-001, Revision 4
Drawing AD-003754-001, Revision 5
Drawing AD-003755-001, Revision 4
Drawing AD-003756-003, Revision 3
Drawing AD-003757-001, Revision 6
Drawing AD-003758-001, Revision 4
Drawing AD-003759-001, Revision 8
Drawing AD-003760-001, Revision 5
Drawing AD-003761 -001, Revision 4
Drawing AD-003762-001, Revision 5

The revised drawings are contained in the Safety Report, Register 19.
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RAI 1-2

Revise the 0-ring seal specification in Drawing AD-003759-001, to be consistent with the
conclusions of the pressure test performed for this package.

Based on the results of the pressure test in Report A1C-1 31450-1, entitled "Pressure test at
an ANF-50 container," the applicant stated that the seal thickness tolerance should be 3 + 0.3
mm to ensure leaktightness. However, the seal thickness tolerance is not given in the
engineering drawings.

This is needed to show compliance with TS-R-1 para. 669.

Response to RAI 1-2

The part list, Pos. item 8 on drawing AD-003759-001, Revision 8 is revised to reflect the
addition of the tolerance 3mm +0.3 mm. A copy of this drawing is provided in the Safety Report,
Register 19.
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2.0 STRUCTURAL

RAI 2-1

Revise the application to address the following items with respect to package lifting and tie-
down:

a. Clearly show how the package is lifted and tied-down, including sketches and free-body
diagrams.

b. Clearly identify any lifting or tie-down attachments that are a structural part of the
package.

c. Provide an analysis of any lifting or tie-down attachments that are a structural part of the
package that shows that they withstand normal and accident conditions.

d. Provide an assessment of the lifting and tie down attachments that shows that failure
under excessive load would not damage the package.

e. Show how the various external members of the package are either evaluated for the
lifting and tie-down loads or are rendered inoperable for package lifting and tie-down.

f. Provide "Data Sheet for the Shipping Container ANF-50, attachment means, Drawing
ANF 3-1 27-3763-03." This is listed in the "List of the Attachments" as Register 3,
however, the data sheet was not included with the application.

The application states (see Section 7.1.1, paras. 607 and 608, and Section 7.1.2, para.
723): Due to its shape and stackability the package should be safely and easily fastened on the
means of transport with the aid of lashing straps. The ANF-50 shipping container is handled in
accordance with the handling instructions IMDG Code, 2002 edition. However, no information is
given that shows how the package is lifted or tied-down. On page 42 (Section 7.1.2, following
para. 637), the application states that Section 8 contains verification that the package meets the
requirements under normal and accident conditions. Section 8 does not appear to contain
information regarding tie down attachments.

In addition, it does not appear that tie-downs were analyzed for the appropriate loadings (see,
for example, IAEA TS-G-1.1 (ST-2) Appendix V). Because of the package design (an open,
bird-cage type of construction), it is not clear how the package is lifted or tied down, and how
incorrect lifting and tie-down is prevented.

This information is needed in order to determine compliance with TS-R-1 paras. 607, 608, and
636.
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Response to RAI 2-1

Response to 2-1.a

Lifting and tiedown sketches are provided in Sections 7 and 8 of ANFG-1 1.118 (01 E) Rev. 4.
There are no tiedowns used with the ANF 50 as it is contained within an ISO container during
transport. The packages are restrained with internal bracing. The lifting via crane is
accomplished by the use of flexible slings wrapped around the frame tubing at 4 corners of the
package without the use of lifting attachments. Document ANFG-1 1.118 (01 E) Rev. 4 is
provided in Enclosure 6.

Response to 2-1.b

There are no lifting or tie-down attachments that are a structural part of the package.

Response to 2-1.c

An analysis of the package frame under lifting loads is provided in Section 7 of ANFG-11.118
(01 E) Rev. 4. The ANF-50 has no tiedowns.

Response to 2-1.d

The package is contained within an ISO container during transport and thus there is no
possibility of attachment to the package.

Response to 2-1.e

As noted above, the package is contained within an ISO container during transport and thus
there is no possibility of attachment to the package. Any damage to the frame during lifting
would not impair the containment/shielding capabilities of the package. However, any damage
during lifting would certainly prevent the package from being shipped because of the obvious
damage and the assumption that the package would not be able to be stacked in the array
placed in the shipping container.

Response to RAI 2-1.f

Drawing ANF 3-1 27-3763-03, Revision 1, titled "Data Sheet for the Shipping Container ANF-50,
attachment means" is included in the package in Register 3. Additionally this drawing is included
in document ANFG-1 1.101 (30E), Revision 1, titled" Handling and Maintenance of Shipping
Container ANF-50" and is located in the Safety Report, Register 5.
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RAI 2-2

Provide an analysis for the stacking test for the maximum package mass.

Section 8.2.4, para. 723, of the application assesses the effects of the compression test on the
package. Stacking test conditions were analyzed using total mass of 248 kg. However,
appendix report Al C-1310729-0 indicates that a mass of 229 kg was used.

This information is needed in order to determine compliance with TS-R-1 para. 723.

Response to RAI 2-2

Work Report number A1(C-1311432-1, dated November 15, 2002, titled "Description and
Assessment of Changes to Series-Production ANF-50 Shipping Container with respect to
Tested Container Prototype" contains a new section, 2.5.1, increasing the mass of the loaded
ANF-50 shipping container from 229kg to 248 kg and resulted from the design modifications
discussed in Work Report number AlC-1311432-1. This document is located in the Safety
Report, Register 18.

Work Report number A1C-1310729-0, dated April 8, 2002, titled "Test Program for ANF-50
Shipping Container for Unirradiated Uranium Dioxide Pellets," contains Section, 4.4.2, which
discussed the stacking test. According to this report, the stacking test was performed
analytically to demonstrate compliance and concludes that the calculated maximum stresses of
28 N/mm 2 were well below the material yield strength of 200 N/mm 2 . Given this significant
margin of safety factor of 7.1, the modest increase in total mass from 229kg to 248 kg (8.3%)
has a negligible effect on the stacking test analysis. Work Report number Al C-1 310729-0 is
provided in the Safety Report, Register 13.
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6.0 CRITICALITY

RAI 6-1

Provide representative sample input files, including those that are considered to be most
limiting, that were used in performing the criticality safety evaluation for the ANF-50 package.

The computer input files are needed to provide additional assurance regarding the criticality
safety evaluation of the package. Representative modeling samples of each geometry
configuration, as well as modeling samples of the bounding or most reactive configurations,
should be submitted. Since the demonstration of criticality safety of the ANF-50 relies on the
calculated results, staff needs additional assurance that the content and methodology of the
computer models is adequate to ensure that the package meets the fissile material safety
standards.

This information is necessary to determine compliance with TS-R-1, paras. 681 and 681.

Response to RAI 6-1

Enclosure 7 provides a listing of a representative sample input files used in the performance of
the criticality safety evaluation for the ANF-50 package. The sample input files are provided in a
DVD as Enclosure 8.
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7.0 PACKAGE OPERATIONS

RAI 7-1

Revise the package handling and maintenance procedures (ANFG-1 1.101) to address the
following:

a. "Loading Process (pellets)," Section 5.3.2, step 11, and "Loading Process (scrap),"
Section 5.3.4, step 6, both refer to section 5.3.1, steps 22-32. However, some of the
steps are redundant or are not appropriate (e.g., removal of labeling for shipment of
scrap). These instructions should be corrected.

b. Include steps to ensure that the pellet box EPDM seal is properly installed, secured, and
free of defects in Sections 5.3.2, "Loading Process (pellets) and Section 5.3.4, "Loading
Process (scrap)."

c. Include steps to ensure that the visible welds are inspected for any signs of defects or
wear, such as cracking.

d. Include steps to specify that the bolts are inspected for signs of wear, damage, or
defects, and that each closure device is properly installed.

e. Include steps to specify that the insulation plates are inspected for excessive wear or
damage and are properly installed

The document includes the general provision that the maintenance includes "Visual inspection
of overall condition." However, certain visual inspections, as identified above, should be
specifically addressed. This information is needed to show compliance with TS-R-1 para. 502.
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Response to RAI 7-1

Response to RAI 7-1.a

Document number ANFG-11-101 (30E), Revision 1, titled "Container Instructions Handling and
Maintenance of Shipping Container ANF-30" is revised to correct steps 5.3.2.11 and 5.3.4.6 to
delete reference to section 5.3.1. This document is contained in the Safety Report, Register 5.

Response to RAI 7-1.b

Document number ANFG-11-101 (30E), Revision 1, titled "Container Instructions Handling and
Maintenance of Shipping Container ANF-30," step 5.1.23 is revised to ensure that the O-ring is
properly installed and is free of damage. This document is contained in the Safety Report,
Register 5.

Response to RAI 7-1.c

Document number ANFG-1 1-101 (25E), Revision 4, titled "Container Instructions Periodic
Inspections on ANF-50 Shipping Container" is revised to amend Appendix 1 in inspection steps
4 and 7 to verify that the welds are free of visible cracks. This document is contained in the
Safety Report, Register 8.

Response to RAI 7-1.d

Document number ANFG-1 1-101 (25E), Revision 4, titled "Container Instructions Periodic
Inspections on ANF-50 Shipping Container" is revised to amend Appendix 1 in inspection step 5
to verify that the bolts are free of visible damage. Step 3 is also revised to require a function test
for the subject parts. This document is contained in the Safety Report, Register 8.

Response to RAI 7-1.e

In accordance with drawing AD-003756-001, provided in the Safety Report, Register 2, the
insulation plates are enclosed by welded stainless steel plates and therefore inspection per
documents ANFG-1 1-101 (25E) or ANFG-1 1-101 (30E) is not feasible. Document ANFG-1 1-101
(25E) provides an inspection record of the pellet box and its case, which are composed of these
stainless steel plates. If no damage to the surrounding stainless steel plates is observed, based
on the inspection record documented in ANFG-11-101 (25E), it can be reasonably concluded
that the insulation plates have not worn away and are intact. As to proper installation,
determination of proper installation is documented during fabrication. The maintenance
procedures do not include provisions for disassembling welded components.
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